Daemon means “Knowledgeable One”, and truly, there is nothing negative about the Demons. Anyone who has read ancient philosophy such as Ancient Greece, they will see the Demons are very good and benevolent entities that look for the best of humanity. From Aristotle, to Plato, to many others, you will find only positive things mentioned about the Daemons. Aristotle and Plato both speak about the Good Demons, the guides, and those who uplift humanity to the Godhead and immortal life.

As such the word Demon relates many positive things. If it's a Divine being that cannot be understood, it's called a Demon, if it's the natural soul of man, it's called a Demon. Chakras are also called Demons, same as the individual character of the person, their Spirit, is also called a Demon (The Causal body of the occult and eastern tradition, that's the Demon in the Greek).

Demons are also the cosmic intelligence which keep the universe, and everything in creation, going. In contrast to Gods which are more abstract concepts, Demons are beings, actual beings in most cases. Humans who made it to high spiritual levels and were mythic characters, were treated as Demonic. It's also believed the story of Hercules is actually a story from a being who became a Demon in his lifetime, so they later turned this into a story. Hercules was called Demi-God and Demi-Gods were basically half "Demonic". The "Demonic nature" is attained when one raises spiritually, which is the attainment of the highest spiritual powers. Which is also the Devi and the Devil powers. Hercules real or unreal as a person is a simplified story as it's the story of the Magnum Opus anyway.

But there are more literal stories, such as Asmodeus and Balaam. To the late Greeks these were mysterious, but it's also known these people existed before and they became Gods. Balaam is actually in the Demonic Section now, but his was 'human' in the Golden Age. Balaam in the Talmud was of the strongest magicians of his time, who almost made the jews go extinct on his own. The talmudic tale is a lie, and defamation, but Balaam is recognized as existent because he truly was.

The jews for lack of a better term, took everything the Demons were in Ancient Greek thought. And just gave them a different label, called them "Angels". And of course their made up construct was also said to be good and have all the above stolen qualities.

The assertion of so called 'Sacrifices' towards the Demons, is basically a creation that comes from citations around the 2nd and 3rd century after Rabbi Christ. Even with all the forgeries the christians have produced, and the burning of all the literary works on Demons, such as Porphyry's work which was eradicated fully, there is still nothing found to support the existence of evil, blood consuming Demons in the Ancient World.
The fallacious statement that Demons consume living energy from the dead is also debunked by Iamvlichus in his treatise "The Mysteries", but there is more to this. The Souls of the Demons are too advanced to be able to do anything with the gross life-force coming out of an inferior animal. It makes sense therein that the Daemonic soul cannot in anyway associate and/or feed from the energy coming out of dead corpses, in a pretty similar manner as to how a man cannot eat dust and expect to live. In other words the energies are fully incompatible.

Even the bible admits that the King Deities of the Goyim, our Gods, the Demons, never accepted blood sacrifices. Baal denied this act when a sacrifice was done to him. However if one makes a low level aberration, they can be fed by this energy, as this energy is low and inferior, which is the case for the jewish thoughtforms. JHVH takes sacrifices pleasantly, both of man, human and child. So long they are Gentiles of course.

However what there are mentions with is that Demons act as protectors, and therefore, they can cause evil. They also highly dislike to be forgotten. As Celsus states in regards to Daemons, the Daemons need nothing to live, as they are eternal. In contrast to the jewish belief that has them as 'mortal beings'. Because the jews wished it were that way. Truly so if someone creates a thoughtform, like the jewish thoughtforms, it will certainly die at some point when the energy towards it stagnates. The Demons exist permanently.

The bullshit in short started with Origen and other early christian philosophers. Who were not only spiritually retarded, but they were purposeful liars. Who were kikes and wanted to attack the Roman empire and make the old faith look evil. Gradually every retard with low IQ that had something bad happen to them, would blame these to Demons, which contributed to the madness in cursing their names for no reason whatsoever.

Then later on these people started influencing others such as Porphyry (who was mentally unstable and a very bad philosopher) to think that the Demons could also be evil and demand sacrifices. However the higher ups of the time such as Iamvlichus state long story short, that giving blood sacrifices to the Gods is an abomination. Imagine the king of a nation comes to dine with you and you throw them diseased raw pork to eat.

The school of jewish thought had obviously a major problem with Demons. As they were conspiring against the Pagans and the Demons acted protectively of their civilization, faith and Gods. Attacking jews as a result, and also denying the jews on a consistent basis. This is fully documented in the bible, the jews tried to be Pagan many times over but the Gods reject them and their alien overlords didn't want them to be such. So they receive punishment.

The negative opinions about Demons were only manufactured by jews who were flat scared and prevented from ruining civilization by Demons and Demonic spirit. As such they created a counter-culture and put the source of all Good to become
the source of all evil. Every negative opinion in our recorded history about Demons is either authored by the church, forgery, or created in later centuries by christian priests.

This is very well known in the scientific community, it's not my 'belief' or my own opinion. The 'philosophic' questions about evil "Demons" only appear in the 2nd and 3rd century, by Christians, in answer to more ancient philosophers, which they later did try to debunk. From there on the decay slowly began, as the propaganda of the jews was appealing to the illiterate and the ignorant lower strata of the civilizations upon which they were pulling lies.

So the people had a life that wasn't ideal and had personal reasons to attack their Gods (or so they thought) so they conspired with the Christians (Newfound jewish sect) to overthrow those in power. Which is basically the first communist revolution. Anything that befell the spiritual ignorant, the jews told them it was a curse from their Gods and/or their disobedience to the 'lord jesus christ'. Not having any knowledge and with the scarcity of the teachers, plus the jews heavy sacrificial magick, people gradually fell for this hoax.

This took centuries to happen, as people weren't stupid either. But eventually it did happen. Until the forced legalization of christianity by the late Roman Empire and Byzantium, almost everyone was Pagan. First the christians were 'accepted' in (like a small communist party) and then they put forth their propaganda until they destroyed the mind of the Gentiles to hate their Gods. Then with massive force they got the Flavians in power and they ruined Paganism. Even in the time of Marcus Aurelius, spiritual people, seers, and other people of wisdom and ability (Pagans) were a minority. While retardation was reaching only moving towards climax. For this reason many people think that Porphyry's writings are corrupted. As the church burned almost all of his work.

What happened in Ancient Paganism was basically what is called the Pompais, which was essentially the consecration of meat. This goes in reverse, it's not a sacrifice, it's a blessing of the meat, where the God gives the energy, not the other way around. Because the meat is living, they brought it in front of the God (this is why they used the holy animals of the Gods with high reverence). The God would bless their food, and they would eat it as a sign of respect and nutrition. The Demons in this case came to give blessings, not to eat the diseased dead corpse.

This answers the situation about Demons and their purpose.
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